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Goal of the EoR SWG: 

We plan to use the SKA to carry out observations of the diffuse neutral Hydrogen gas to trace the evolution 
of cosmic structure in the 6 < z < 30 range.

If you want to join, please contact:  
Abhirup Datta (abhirup.datta@iiti.ac.in); Andrei Mesinger (andrei.mesinger@sns.it) 

mailto:abhirup.datta@iiti.ac.in
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Signal depends on … 

… nature of sources. 

… abundance and distribution of sources. 

… spectral properties of sources. 

… cosmological parameters. 

… exotic physics. 

        Very large parameter space  =  fast methods required !



Modelling the EoR

Fast methods to predict the power spectrum (plus maps) 
based on 1d radiative transfer around sources. 

Halo (source) model approach

AS, Giri, Mirocha (2021)



Modelling the EoR

Schaeffer, Giri, AS (prep)

Fast methods to predict the power spectrum (plus maps) 
based on 1d radiative transfer around sources. 

Flux-on-grid approach (BEORN)



Comparison to 21cmFAST
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At the map level (BEORN)

BEORN

21cmFAST



Comparison to 21cmFAST

Global ionisation fraction (HM)



Comparison to 21cmFAST

Global differential brightness temperature (HM)



Comparison to 21cmFAST

Power spectrum (HM)



SKA forecast result 

SKA-LOW — 1000h observing time 

Including instrumental noise, sample variance, foreground contamination 
(via scale cuts).
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Improve modelling precision!
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Donnan et al (2022)

Luminosity functions (JWST)



Collaborations within SKACH ? 

Improve modelling precision! 

Investigate connections to other observables

Vecchi, Capelo, AS (in prep)

Black holes (LISA) 

Changing BH merging



Collaborations within SKACH ? 

Improve modelling precision! 

Investigate connections to other observables

Vecchi, Capelo, AS (in prep)

Black holes (LISA) 

Changing feedback efficiency



Thanks ! 
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